HOW MOBILE AI

IMPACTS BUSINESSES?

Why Add AI to Your Mobile App?
Applying AI technology to your mobile app personalises and streamlines the user’s
experience at a level in-achievable by a ‘one size ﬁts all’ interface.

70%
70% of apps are abandoned
by users within 7 days of
downloading.

Consumer expectations
currently exceed the average
app’s performance in terms of
bugs, loading speed and overall
user experience.

74% of Australians rely as much on their
phones as they do on their desktops
when searching for information, ideas
and advice.

74%

These stats all reveal that the number one driver of app user adoption is to provide
a solution that is undeniably useful and relevant to the user.

AI is a smart solution to efficiently

Provide valuable and
relevant solutions to the
users

Make the experience
relevant to a larger group
of people

Give your application the
chance to appeal to a wider
user base

AI for Businesses

Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) are the two key buzzwords
these days in the start-up world. And why
not, it's optimising our eﬃciency in
everything we do.
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AI in the form of machine learning and
complex algorithms is becoming a bigger
factor in users’ mobile devices, inside data
centres and in many industries, from retail to
manufacturing.
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But increasing prevalence of AI in the
business sector raises questions like

Will AI displace or eliminate
jobs, but create new ones in the
process?

Will AI make work easier?

How will companies
prepare their workers for
the future?

Outcomes

Creation of hyper-useful ‘mobile
moments’ for customers
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Better decision-making
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Streamlined tasks
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AI has the potential to free up time by
automating normal business activities
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AI may allow small businesses to compete a
little better with larger ﬁrms, as AI-based
software gives small companies capabilities
similar to larger ﬁrms
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AI is driving a huge change in the way we
can target our marketing and advertising even for smaller companies. This means
that businesses will get lower CPC prices,
higher click-through rates (CTR), higher
conversions and greater ROI.

What Businesses are Using AI?

Amazon's Machine Learning - part of its
AWS cloud services - allows businesses to
analyse massive datasets to reveal
patterns and also train its algorithm.

Google's Translate API uses machine
learning to deliver much more accurate
translations.

Contact us to discuss the possibilities of artificial intelligence solutions
StarTele Logic oﬀer specialist support to businesses for the development of
enterprise, VoIP, healthcare, telecommunications, BFSI, manufacturing and many
more mobile utility apps.

